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LOGLINE
for This Island

Dan goes through life alone, hiding in plain sight. A phone call,
his father has died in prison, everything changes.

SYNOPSIS
for This Island
Daniel Robertson, 28, a lonely man, seldom talks. Home to
work, to the café and hiking on weekends. Repeat. No
relationships, no connections, no complications. Then, a phone
call, his father died in prison and the old nightmares come.
Nightmares from the memories of a night when he was 12,
witnessing his mother’s death at the hands of his father. A
chance meeting brings a possible love, his father’s funeral
brings new family, the lost of a job sends him crashing down.
Only the persistence of a woman brings his voice to the truth.

Kyal Scott as Daniel Mitchell/Robertson
Kyal Scott is an Ex-Army Combat Engineer, Stuntman and Actor from the
Gold Coast, Australia. Acting from a young age, purely from his own
obsession, Kyal works intensely and holds himself to a standard that drives
him to find the deeper truth in any character he plays on his journey.

This Island
Jody Quine as Lisa
Jody Quine started out in theatre at the world renowned Loose Moose studying
under Keith Johnstone and Dennis Cahill. She then attended Vancouver Film
School and ended up back in the improv scene doing shows at Toronto’s
Second City. During this time Jody also became a well known recording artist
and collaborator with groups such as Balligomingo, and Sleepthief, which she
both Billboard charted with. She is also a NARAS (Grammy) voting member
and has worked with many Grammy winning and nominated artists. She is
thrilled to be acting in film again especially on this dramatic improvised feature
with DC Lessoway. You can check out more about Jody as well as her music
on jodyquine.com.

Abby deForest as the Waitress

Mariko Zamani as Rachel

Jennifer Kaleta as Nadine Paquet

This Island
Supporting Actors
Benjam Tryon as the Bartender

Don Loeppky as the Funeral Guest

Vanessa Gibeau as Ida Mitchell

Martin Thomson as Gerald Mitchell

Shawn Major as Frank T. James

Mirella Gibeau as Julie Robertson

Director/Editor
Executive Producer
DC Lessoway
This is a self-funded, improvised film, no script, story
and the actors worked hard in rehearsals to bring out the
story. As for the edit, we played with the colour and
sound to create a space, give life to specific objects.
Someone said, at the start, the sound is muddy... it's
meant to be! This character is drowning in his lonely life,
but possibly clearer days are coming...? Enjoy!
Born in Grande Prairie, Alberta, Canada, DC moved to the
west coast of BC and in 1997 made his first short film.
Since he has: written many screenplays, plays, books of
poetry, been in an improv troupe, hosted an actor's drop
in, been a theatrical stage manager, First Nation
Administrator, and directed music videos. His first love
is filmmaking and he has been told his directing style is
a quiet, style, focusing on the actor.

PRODUCER, Priyanka Desai

Priyanka Desai a seasoned storyteller who uses audio-visual tools to
communicate, impact and entertain. Her degree in journalism coupled
with over 10 years of intense Films and TV production experience in
India and Canada has made her win several awards and accolades for
her work including the prestigious United Nations Population Fund's
Laadli Media and Advertising Award. She strives to find interesting
stories and creative ways to tell them to the word.

PRODUCER, Shawn Major

Shawn Major is an actor, stand up comedian and all around seasoned
entertainer! These diverse experiences have added rich layers to his
acting abilities and his resume reflects that with credits in TV, Film and
Commercials. Professional, knowledgeable and most of all comfortable
in front of the camera, or on stage is what Shawn brings to the table
each and every time, full of focus and excitement at the possibilities of
creating new pieces of work to share with his fans far and wide.

CINEMATOGRAPHER, Trevor Tablotney

Trevor Tablotney is a trained film maker, photographer and musician.
Trevor studied film making in a general film studies program at the art
institute of Burnaby and later specialized in cinematography at capilano
university. His work has received a number of awards in the various
genres he has explored as a Director and DOP.
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Music Videos

This Island only used source music from only two artists:
The Land of Deborah and Jody Quine (who also acts in the film as “Lisa”! )
The Director of This Island, also directed and edited the following Videos:

Land of Deborah “Whispering”
You Tube at: https://youtu.be/fO6SpKO__Bk

